Invited commentary: the use of imperfect data--compromise or compromising?
Automated databases are appealing resources because they contain detailed data that are relatively accessible, but there are also critical gaps in the data available. Researchers may compromise by trying to fill those gaps with proxy variables, but how appropriate these surrogates are is rarely known. In this issue (Am J Epidemiol 2008;167:630-640), Toh et al. consider the effect of using two algorithms to estimate the timing of medication use during pregnancy in the absence of gestational-age data. Although the delivery-date algorithm has promising sensitivity and specificity, it is true under very specific conditions that seem unlikely to hold generally. Furthermore, it seems difficult to know a priori when those conditions do hold. There are times when using imperfect data is acceptable, but, at other times, the data are too imperfect to be helpful. Automated databases are certainly valuable, but they should be used with caution and where possible should be linked to databases that can fill the critical gaps.